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Dear Mr. Utwrence: I have just finished reading Sons
and Lovers and I would like to applaud you on a very
Miriam's choices in life are severely limited: she is
expected to find a husband, and she has no opportunity
for higher education or interesting work. Paul, who
comes from the same social class, can have both.
Another Bridgewater student, whom I'll
call Susan, found Sons and Lovers useful
in a more profound way. In the novel,
Paul Morel's parents, Walter and
Gertrude, are unhappily married, and the
fact that they are unsuited for one another
is clear to the reader from the early
chapters. Susan composed the following
letter to the author:
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ill USES OF ANOVEL:
A Bridgewater Perspective
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BY BARBARA APSTEIN
Ihave a friend who refuses to read novels. "Why should I waste my
time on fiuion when I could be learning about something true?" she asks. Her point of view has respectable historical precedents: Plato
excluded Homer's poetic fictions from his ideal republic so that his citizens could concentrate on the life of reason and pursuit of truth
instead of frittering away their energies on the passionate heroes of the Iliad.
Defenders of fiction have an argument almost as old as Plato's: Horace's characterization of literature as "dulce" (sweet, pleasurable)
and "utile" (useful). In what way is fiuion useful? The question has received a variery of answers. For one thing, fiction is a way of
learning about distant times and places; realistic novel. I found o'ut a lot about myself through then, as of any 'richly suggestive novel,
with their fullness and particulariry, the character of Mrs. Morel. I am engaged to a depends on a certain readiness in the
I f "d' f wonderful man Danny. There IS one problem d Al h h S h Inove s 0 ten present a VIVI pluure 0 however: I exp~ct too much from him. He is ~n auto rea er. t oug usan was t e on y
economic and social realities. Fiction also mechanic but has the potential to be something student who focused on Mrs. Morel's
provides psychological insight into human better. As you said of Mrs. Morel's attitude toward unwillingness to accept her husband as he
motives and behavior' Freud frequently her husband. "She could not be contented with the was it cannot be said that she alone
. . ' little he might be; she would have him the much . ' .
CIted the wntmgs of Sophocles, that he ought to be." I also am never satisfied with dIscovered a moral whICh Lawrence
Shakespeare and others to illustrate such Danny. Now, however, I can see that my ambition intended the story to have. The Morel
unconscious mental phenomena as can only hurt the relationship instead of helping it. family relationship is many-faceted, and
dreams, slips of the tongue and, of course, readers' sympathies ebb and flow. The
the Oedipus complex. My friend who won't read novels might failure of the marriage is not the "fault" of
Looking at the one partner or the
responses of a other, but a complex
sophomore English mismatching of
literature class to one feelings and
novel, D.H. Lawrence's expectations.
Sons and Lovers, Reading Sons and
suggests that Lovers may not lead to
Bridgewater students the discovery of truth in
also find fiuion useful. the sense that Plato
Sons and Lovers would approve, but it
follows Paul Morel as tl was certainly useful for
·5he grows from a boy ..:: Susan. It gave her at 18,
to a young adult. ~ a relatively painless way
Lawrence's depiction ! of experiencing the
of Miriam, a young emotions of a
woman to whom Paul becomes deeply argue that Susan didn't learn anything disappointed wife of middle age, and
attached, provided one student, Ann, with from Sons and Lovers that she hadn't allowed her to acknowledge some painful
an historical perspective about the ways in already known, that she merely projected personal truths. ,
which women's lives have changed. Ann her unacknowledged thoughts onto About forry ~ears before Lawrenc~ s.
noted in her journal: Lawrence's novel. Yet it is clear that, novel was pubhshed, the poet and cntIC
because her insight was so disturbing, Matthew Arnold argued that great
Susan might have remained unaware of literature has a fortifying qualiry, that it
these thoughts had it not been for her gives readers the energy and courage to
reading of Sons and Lovers. confront the difficulties and confusions of
I imagine Susan arriving at her insight the modern world. From our perspective,
gradually as she makes her way into the Arnold's claim may appear naively
world. Lawrence has created and imagines optimistic: today's most popular novels
the Morels' brief, romantic courtship, the entice their readers with the possibiliry of
long, painful disillusionment, the small escaping from realiry rather than of
lies, the chronic shortage of money, the confronting its difficulties. Nonetheless,
quarrels and, finally, Walter's descent into there are still instances when literature
alcoholism and his alienation from the can have the effect Arnold envisioned for
rest of the family. As she slowly moves it, providing readers with a way of
through Lawrence's world, Susan begins to interpreting and clarifying their own
identify with Mrs. Morel. experience, with, in Arnold's words, a
The usefulness of Sons and Lovers, criticism of life. _
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